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31 Days of 
Refl ection & Action

31The most basic kind 
of peace work

“If in our daily life we can smile, if we can be peaceful and 
happy, not only we, but everyone will profi t from it. This is 
the most basic kind of peace work.” Thich Nhat Hanh

“Too often we underestimate the power of a touch, a smile, 
a kind word, a listening ear, an honest compliment, or the 
smallest act of caring, all of which have the potential to turn 
a life around.” Leo F. Buscaglia

Be yourself, your best self, and you will naturally do your 
part in changing the world.



30Embracing our 
brokenness

“In the world there is nothing more submissive and weak 
than water. Yet for attacking that which is hard and strong 
nothing can surpass it.” Lao Tzu

Consider how you might be like water in a hard world 
struggling against inequality, abusive power, poverty, 
oppression, injustice… at the hands of angry, fearful, 
vengeful, broken human beings.

“Embracing our brokenness creates a need for mercy…  I 
began thinking about what would happen if we all just 
acknowledged our brokenness, if we owned up to our 
weaknesses, our defi cits, our biases, our fears. Maybe if we 
did, we wouldn’t want to kill the broken among us who 
have killed others. Maybe we would look harder for solutions 
to caring for the disabled, the abused, the neglected, and 
the traumatized . . . We could no longer take pride in 
mass incarceration, in executing people, in our deliberate 
indifference to the most vulnerable.” (Bryan Stevenson, Just 
Mercy; Richard Rohr, Center for Action and Contemplation 
daily meditations.)

1 Awareness through 
contemplative prayer

“Love is the only force capable of transforming an enemy 
into a friend.”  
 Martin Luther King, Jr.

What drives you? What is hidden within you that you 
may not even be aware of that infl uences your thoughts, 
emotions, and actions?

“In contemplative prayer, we calmly observe our own stream 
of consciousness and see its compulsive patterns. We wait in 
silence with an open heart and attuned body. It doesn’t take 
long for our usual patterns to assault us. Our habits of control, 
addiction, negativity, tension, anger, and fear assert themselves.

Thomas Keating teaches a beautifully simple exercise. 
Imagine yourself sitting on the bank of a river. The river 
is your stream of consciousness. Observe each of your 
thoughts coming along as if they’re saying, “Think me, 
think me.” Watch your feelings come by saying, “Feel me, 
feel me.” Acknowledge that you’re having the feeling or 
thought. Don’t hate it, judge it, critique it, or move against 
it. Simply name it: “resentment toward so and so,” “a 
thought about such and such.” Then place it on a boat and 
let it go down the river. When another thought arises—as 
no doubt it will—welcome it and let it go, returning to your 
inner watch place on the bank of the river.” (Richard Rohr, 
Center for Action and Contemplation, daily meditations)

“The conclusion is always the same: love is the most powerful 
and still the most unknown energy in the world.” 
 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin



2Notice the small miracles 
of your life each day

“Our “Rainbows and Butterfl ies” are the small miracles of 
our life - the little things that are so easy to overlook, yet so 
awe inspiring when we take a moment to notice and to pay 
attention. Give thanks for the rainbows, for the butterfl ies, 
for all God’s creatures - large and small, for the bright blue 
sky and the soft fog and the gentle rain, for the tree veiled in 
the season’s fi rst frost, for the baby’s laugh, for the touch of 
a hand and the whispered “I love you.” 
 Jonathan Lockwood Huie

Take time to notice and pay attention to the small miracles 
of your life each day. Take time to breathe your thanks.

29Become mindful of 
the powerless

“Washing one’s hands of the confl ict between the powerful 
and the powerless means to side with the powerful, not to be 
neutral.” Paulo Freire

Look, notice, feel the needs of the powerless. Ask, “What can 
I do?” If you can pray, then pray. If you can vote, then vote 
for those who have a heart for the powerless. If you can give, 
then give generously to those at ground zero who faithfully 
aid the powerless. If you can march to join a collective voice 
demanding change, then march. Go and do as the spirit in 
you leads.

“We live in deeds, not years; in thoughts, not breaths; in 
feelings, not in fi gures on a dial. We should count time by 
heart throbs. He most lives who thinks most, feels the noblest, 
acts the best.” Aristotle



28See mistakes as part of 
being human

Once we label and shame people (he is a sexual predator), 
we narrow the possibility of redemption and positive change. 
A heartfelt apology for serious wrongdoings can only be 
offered by those who can see their mistakes as part of being 
human, and who can hold on to a big picture of their 
multifaceted, ever-changing self. Labeling and demonizing 
the offender will not open their minds, soften their hearts, 
and break through their defenses. It will do the opposite.”
 (Harriet Lerner, PH.D., Why Won’t You Apologize)

Consider how you can enhance self-respect of others while 
accepting no excuses for their wrong-doing.

“The refusal to take on an identity defi ned by our worst 
deeds is a healthy act of resistance. If one’s identity as a 
person is equated with one’s worst acts, it can be impossible 
to accept responsibility or access genuine feelings of sorrow 
and remorse. To do so would destroy whatever remnants of 
self-worth a person had left.

…Only by enlarging the offender’s platform of self-worth 
might that person fi nd his way to empathize with the pain 
the hurt party feels, apologize in a heartfelt way, and work to 
ensure that it will never happen again.

We have the best chance to reach people who do serious 
harm in treatment programs that do not label them as bad 
or sick, but rather enhance self-respect while accepting no 
excuses for violent behaviors.” (Harriet Lerner, PH.D., Why 
Won’t You Apologize)

3Find words that do not 
hurt but heal

“One of the main tasks of theology is to fi nd words that do 
not divide but unite, that do not create confl ict but unity, 
that do not hurt but heal.” 
 Henri Nouwen

Does your view of yourself ever get in the way of being able 
to admit you’re wrong? Be curious. Ask yourself questions 
like, “Why do I see myself the way I do? Is my view accurate? 
What causes me to become defensive and unable to admit 
when I’m wrong?

“When you fi nd yourself at that moment of anger or fear 
where the impulse to attack surges, interrupt the momentum 
by moving in the opposite direction…Articulate what is 
important to you instead of attacking the other. Rather than 
defending your own position, try to see what has led each of 
you to stand where you do.” 
 (From Changing the Conversation, The 17 Principles of
  Confl ict Resolution by Dana Caspersen)



4Find your authenticity

“We all have a better self we can reach for, but sometimes 
our anger, fear, stress, or exhaustion blocks us from doing 
so.” Harriet Lerner, PH.D., Why Won’t You Apologize?

Find the wonder and awe again. Find your authenticity. Be 
truthful with yourself. Be compassionate toward yourself. 
Respect yourself. Schedule times to be alone with yourself to 
rediscover your authentic self.
“Children are fi lled with life, a sense of wonder, and the 
desires to explore or create and live in the moment. Children 
have no past baggage or future anxieties so they express 
what they feel and aren’t afraid to love unconditionally…as 
children our self-worth came from our authenticity. 

“After the age of 3, however…Something changes within 
us and we begin to lose that wonder, that innocence of 
childhood. Our thoughts become more dominant putting our 
authentic feelings in the background…With thoughts come 
fears, and suddenly our need to be accepted grows. Our self-
worth is now put into the hands of other people and their 
opinions of us.” (Authenticity: Finding Your Soul Within the 
Dreams of Reality, Mateo Sol)

272727You cannot heal what you 
do not acknowledge

“Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and fi nd 
all the barriers within yourself that you have built against it.” 
 Jalal Uddin Rumi

“Only mutual apology, healing, and forgiveness offer 
a sustainable future for humanity. Otherwise, we are 
controlled by the past, individually and corporately. We all 
need to apologize, and we all need to forgive or this human 
project will surely self-destruct. No wonder that almost 
two-thirds of Jesus’ teaching is directly or indirectly about 
forgiveness. Otherwise, history devolves into taking sides, 
bitterness, holding grudges, and the violence that inevitably 
follows. As others have said, “Forgiveness is to let go of our 
hope for a different past.” Reality is what it is, and such 
acceptance leads to great freedom, as long as there is also 
both accountability and healing forgiveness.” (Richard Rohr, 
Center for Action and Contemplation, daily meditations)

Seek and fi nd all the barriers within yourself that you 
have built against love, against acknowledging truth, 
against being accountable and apologizing and forgiving 
both individual and corporate injustice that divides and 
destroys us.



26Wake up! Care about the 
common good

“The worst sin toward our fellow creatures is not to hate 
them, but to be indifferent to them: that’s the essence of 
inhumanity.”  George Bernard Shaw

Wake up. Beware of thoughts that creep in, “Who cares?” 
“What’s the use?” “I can’t make a difference anyway.” 
Beware of being blind to the pain and suffering around 
you or unmoved by the call to justice. Beware when you 
stop caring about the common good and live only for your 
personal needs. 

Acedia [spiritual indifference] will always, always have 
you take the path of least resistance. You avoid hard 
conversations. You don’t stand up for yourself. You cling to 
institutions and governments, even in the face of blatant 
corruption, and mistake loyalty for fear. These are all possible 
symptoms of acedia, spiritual indifference. 

As acedia pushes you towards the next big thing, practices 
like silence and solitude lose their value. To stop, to wait, to 
just be, these phrases wreak of laziness. Even prayer feels like 
a loss. It’s unproductive. The results aren’t tangible. 

Despite the cries of acedia, silence has value. Be still and 
know that I am God, writes the Psalmist in Psalm 46:10. 
Silence forces you to examine your heart and mind. Stillness 
and boredom teach you to wait, giving you space to grow 
deep roots and push back against our culture of immediate 
gratifi cation. (from blog.baysideonline.com/2018/04/6-
signs-you-are-struggling-with-indifference/)

5Your wound and oneness 
with the universe

“Peace will come to the hearts of men when they realize 
their oneness with the Universe, it is everywhere.” (Black Elk, 
the medicine man (healer & spiritual leader) of the Oglala 
Lakota (Sioux)

“The wound is the place where the Light enters you.” Jalal 
Uddin Rumi

Consider your wounds. How do you handle them? Do you 
deny and suppress them? Do they make themselves known 
through strong reactions to others when you see attitudes 
and behaviors in others that you deny in yourself? Make 
a list of the qualities that you strongly dislike or treat with 
contempt in others. Then carefully and honestly look within 
to see if you have exhibited these same qualities at times. 
Simply owning and accepting these things in ourselves 
allows us to understand and accept them in others without 
judgment.

What have your wounds taught you? How might you use 
insights gained from your wounds to invite and experience 
peace as you realize your oneness with the universe?

“A person’s tongue can give you the taste of his heart.” 
Ibnal-Qayyim



6Confl icts you have 
within yourself

“The confl icts we have with the outside world are often 
confl icts we have within ourselves.”
 Bryant McGill, Voice of Reason

“The most diffi cult thing in life is to know yourself.”  Thales

Discover who you are at your core. You might start by asking 
yourself questions.

“At the core of our desires is living a life of purpose and 
meaning. At the core of a life of purpose and meaning is 
being of service to others. At the core of being of service to 
others is fi nding peace and happiness. At the core of fi nding 
peace and happiness, we discover who we are. And to do 
that, we must get over a little irony, that most of us hardly 
know – much less, know well – the single person we have 
spent every second of our existence with, our own selves…

We are talking about who you are at your core, what most 
matters to you, what makes you come alive, what feeds 
your soul and what drains your spirit, and how to know the 
difference so you choose well as you move forward in life.” 
(From Get to Know Yourself: 29 Questions to Discover the 
Real You, Prolifi c Living.com)

25We are all one, but many

“ONE BUT MANY

One God, many faces.

One family, many races.

One truth, many paths.

One heart, many complexions.

One light, many refl ections.

One world, many imperfections.

ONE.

We are all one,

But many.”

Suzy Kassem, Rise Up and Salute the Sun: The Writings of 
Suzy Kassem

How many ways can you see and experience today that we 
are all one, but many?



24Appreciation

“The true miracle lies in our eagerness to allow, appreciate, 
and honor the uniqueness, and freedom of each sentient 
being to sing the song of their heart.” 
 Amit Ray, Meditation: Insights and Inspirations

Slow down and notice your feelings. Feel your feelings. 
What is it in yourself and others that you value, that brings 
you joy and fi lls you with warmth? What is it in yourself and 
others that you value and makes you smile? List the qualities, 
actions, attitudes that you appreciate in yourself and others. 
Express appreciation to yourself and others. What are 
some other ways that you honor your uniqueness and the 
uniqueness of those around you?

7Recognize that the 
real treasure is yourself

“You are searching the world for treasure... but the real 
treasure is yourself.

You were born with potential.

You were born with goodness and trust.

You were born with ideals and dreams.

You were born with greatness.

You were born with wings.

You are not meant for crawling, so don’t.

You have wings...

Learn to use them and fl y.” 
 Jalal Uddin Rumi

See yourself, treat yourself, and share yourself as the real 
treasure that you are. What does that look and feel like?
Our negative self-talk, the lies we tell about ourselves, tend 
to hinder us from living authentically, creatively and in 
intimate community. Take a sheet of paper, fold it in half, 
and on the left side write the self-limiting statements you’ve 
been saying and thinking about yourself. Then on the right 
side of your paper, next to each statement on the left side, 
write a new statement that transforms the negative one 
into a positive one. If your positive statements feel like lies 
or impossibilities, instead of saying, “I am good at-----” say 
“I am getting better at----” “I am acquiring knowledge and 
building skills to---” Then destroy the list on the left side of 
your paper and post the list on the right side where you’ll 
see it regularly. Anytime you become aware of playing an 
old message, stop and correct it. And then begin to affi rm 
those around you, too.



8You can change how you 
approach confl ict

“Wherever you go, you can’t get rid of yourself.” 
 Polish (on basic truths)

“The greatest jihad is to battle your own soul, to fi ght the 
evil within yourself.”  Rasullah SAW

Be willing to work hard to improve how you deal with the 
messiness of life, including confl ict.

“Because changing our habits in confl ict takes substantial 
effort, we not only have to be sick of the way things have 
been going, but we also need to make a decision to change 
and then be prepared to act on that decision. Sometimes our 
reaction to confl ict is so ingrained that it seems impossible 
to change. However, the way we approach and engage 
with confl ict is not a fundamental part of our character, it 
is a learned behavior. We can change it. Ask yourself if your 
actions are in line with your goals.” 
 (From Changing the Conversation, The 17 Principles 
 of Confl ict Resolution by Dana Caspersen)

23Contentment

“Who will tell whether one happy moment of love or the joy 
of breathing or walking on a bright morning and smelling 
the fresh air, is not worth all the suffering and effort which 
life implies.”  Erich Fromm

Become grateful by learning to focus on the good things 
within you and in your life, rather than the things you 
lack. Appreciate yourself just as you are right this moment, 
accepting both strengths and weaknesses.

Begin a grateful list. And when you feel discontent, seek 
the root cause. Do not go on a shopping spree to try to 
satisfy your discontent with more stuff. That never lasts. 
Material things will never satisfy the desires and longings of 
your heart. Keep learning and growing. Do you have a list 
of books you want to read, art exhibits you want to visit, 
people and cultures you want to explore, deeper spirituality 
you want to experience?

“Inhale, and God approaches you. Hold the inhalation, and 
God remains with you. Exhale, and you approach God. Hold 
the exhalation, and surrender to God.” Krishnamacharya



22Resist trying to fi x the 
other person

“Yesterday I was clever so I wanted to change the world. 
Today I am wise, so I am changing myself.” Jalal Uddin Rumi

“Particularly when emotions are running high in a confl ict, 
resist the urge to jump in and start offering suggestions 
about what the other person needs to do. Listen instead… 
Before you make a suggestion, consider your motive for 
wanting to make it…Instead of trying to fi x or advise the 
other person, ask questions to help unfold his or her story.” 
(From Changing the Conversation, The 17 Principles of 
Confl ict Resolution by Dana Caspersen)

9You deserve your love 
and affection

“The more you know yourself, the more patience you have for 
what you see in others.”  Erik Erikson

“A person imbued with compassion and self-understanding 
can readily love oneself and exhibit endless sympathy for 
all people. A person who is unkind to their self can never 
transcend their corrupt barriers much less run into the world 
with open arms enthusiastically embracing humankind and 
all of nature with uninhibited friendliness and goodwill.”
  Kilroy J. Oldster, Dead Toad Scrolls

“You, yourself, as much as anybody in the entire Universe, 
deserve your love and affection.” Buddha

Many of us are all too used to bashing ourselves. And it’s 
not surprising. In our society, we’re taught that being hard 
on ourselves and ashamed of everything from our actions to 
our looks gets results. Self-criticism is the preferred path to 
success. We rarely think about showing ourselves kindness. 
Or even if we do, we worry that doing so is selfi sh.

According to Neff [Kristin Neff, Ph.D., associate professor in 
human development at the University of Texas at Austin], 
self-compassion consists of three components: 
(1) Being kind, gentle and understanding with yourself when 

you’re suffering, 
(2) Realizing that you’re not alone in your struggles…these 

very struggles are part of our shared experience
(3) Mindfulness—observing life as it is, without being 

judgmental or suppressing your thoughts and feelings. 
(From psychcentral.com, 5 Strategies for Self-Compassion, 
by Margarita Tartakovsky, M.S.)



10Understanding needs 
and interests

“If we have no peace it is because we have forgotten that we 
belong to each other.” Mother Teresa

“And your body is the harp of your Soul, and it is yours to 
bring forth sweet music from it, or confused sounds.” (Black 
Elk, the medicine man (healer & spiritual leader) of the 
Oglala Lakota (Sioux)

Understanding our and other’s needs and interests makes it 
easier to fi nd solutions to doubts, questions, and confl icts.
“We all have the same basic needs: safety, contribution, 
community, autonomy, stimulation, intimacy. We all have 
differing interests arising from those needs: I want to live in 
a safe neighborhood. I want fulfi lling work. I want to be part 
of a group of friends. I want to receive a good education. I 
want new experiences. I want to get married. We all choose 
different strategies to meet those needs and interests. There 
are always a variety of ways to meet a need or an interest, 
but a strategy is an insistence on one particular path. 
Sometimes we get so attached to a strategy that we bypass 
the need or interest underlying it.” (From Changing the 
Conversation, The 17 Principles of Confl ict Resolution by 
Dana Caspersen)

21Learn to be a 
good observer

“Be a lamp, or a lifeboat, or a ladder... Help someone’s Soul 
heal.”  Jalal Uddin Rumi

“Observations help clarify a confl ict situation…Avoid telling 
people what they “are.” Instead, describe how their actions 
affect you… Take the energy of your anger and redirect it 
into accurately describing how the other person’s actions 
have affected you and why. By not pinning the other person 
down with accusation, blame, or labeling, you leave space 
for both of you to maneuver into a solution-seeking mind-set 
instead of a mind-set of attack or defense.” (From Changing 
the Conversation, The 17 Principles of Confl ict Resolution by 
Dana Caspersen)



20Engage the best self 
in dialogue

“Listen with ears of tolerance. See through eyes of 
compassion. Speak with the language of love.” 
 Jalal Uddin Rumi

Engage the best self, yours and the other person’s in 
dialogue.

“Because attack and defense give rise to more attack and 
defense and because people tend to step up or step down to 
the level on which we engage them, talk to the other person’s 
best self. Talk to the self that can listen to and speak about 
what is important. Even if you suspect there is no part of the 
other person that would be ready or able to listen and talk 
in a benefi cial way, try it anyway. Your willingness to give 
people the benefi t of the doubt can turn a situation around.” 
(From Changing the Conversation, The 17 Principles of 
Confl ict Resolution by Dana Caspersen)

11Be aware and 
understanding of emotions

“Maybe you are searching among the branches for what only 
appears in the roots.” Jalal Uddin Rumi

Consider your emotions and the other person’s emotions 
when experiencing confl ict. Ask yourself, “Why do I feel this 
way? What do I need? What are they feeling? Why? What do 
they need?”

“…emotions are not the origin of confl ict; they are signals 
of what is important to us…In order for emotions to help us 
navigate, we need to understand what is behind them. 
Rather than focusing solely on emotions and letting them 
inform your actions in a confl ict, use the emotions to help 
you see the system you are part of and decipher what is 
driving it…The challenge is to take emotion seriously, but 
not be swamped by its power.” (From Changing the 
Conversation, The 17 Principles of Confl ict Resolution by 
Dana Caspersen)



12Letting go the rigidity of 
our own beliefs

“When I let go of what I am...  I become what I might be.” 
Lao Tzu

Be open to growing, questioning your thoughts, ways, 
beliefs… Be willing to admit that you might not have 
complete understanding.

“Even when we make countless mistakes and missteps 
along the way, we can develop the ability to right ourselves 
and choose a path that leads to where we want to go…
question the rigidity of our own beliefs and the scope 
of our understanding. Consider what is blocking useful 
dialogue in the confl ict. Given the people involved and their 
needs, think about what concrete changes might make 
dialogue possible… Shift the conversation from strategies 
to needs. Ask about people’s experiences and how those 
experiences have shaped their beliefs.” (From Changing the 
Conversation, The 17 Principles of Confl ict Resolution by 
Dana Caspersen)

19Understanding life from 
another’s perspective

“Empathy begins with understanding life from another 
person’s perspective. Nobody has an objective experience of 
reality. It’s all through our own individual prisms.” 
 Sterling K. Brown

“Empathy: the action of understanding, being aware of, 
being sensitive to, and vicariously experiencing the feelings, 
thoughts, and experience of another of either the past or 
present without having the feelings, thoughts, and experience 
fully communicated in an objectively explicit manner—
 Merriam Webster

Listen intently when people speak to you. Conversations, 
especially regarding heated topics, often form a rhythm of 
back and forth speaking, with each party starting a point just 
before the conversation partner has ended his or her point. 
Before whoever is speaking has fi nished, you have already 
formulated your response, and you can’t wait to spit it out.

Next time you fi nd yourself in a conversation like this, slow 
down. Force yourself to listen to the words you’re hearing. 
Consider the speaker’s motivation behind saying what he or 
she is saying. Consider the life and work experience that has 
led to his or her current world-view.

“The deepest level of communication is not communication, 
but communion. It is wordless ... beyond speech ... beyond 
concept.”  Thomas Merton



18Softening our heart

“Whenever you’re in confl ict with someone, there is one 
factor that can make the difference between damaging your 
relationship and deepening it. That factor is attitude.” 
 William James.

Say yes from a place of authentic love.

“Faith in God is not just faith to believe in spiritual ideas. 
It’s to have confi dence in Love itself. It’s to have confi dence 
in reality itself: at its core, reality is okay. God is in it; God is 
revealed in everything. Faith is about learning to say yes to 
the moment right in front of you. Only after you say your yes 
do you recognize that Christ is here, in this person, in this 
event. God is in all things; this universal Presence is available 
everywhere… You must hold out for yes! Don’t be against 
anything unless you are much more for something else that 
is better. “I want you to be you, all of you, your best you!” 
is what true lovers say to one another, not “I do not like this 
about you,” or “Why don’t you change that?” (Richard Rohr, 
Center for Action and Contemplation, daily meditations)

13Awaken from the illusion 
of our separateness

“We are here to awaken from the illusion of our 
separateness.” - Thich Nhat Hanh

It’s okay to be imperfect, for we are works in progress. 
Together we each become more whole. In community we 
lean on each other for support and strength. Think of those 
whom you lean on and those who lean on you. Think about 
times you’ve failed, have had regrets, didn’t know how 
to cope… Did you have someone to come alongside to 
mentor, to teach, to encourage, to support you? How did 
that someone impact your life? How did they impact your 
growth and your progress in becoming a better human 
being?

“An arch consists of two weaknesses which, leaning one 
against the other, make a strength.” Leonardo da Vinci



14Accept whatever the 
present moment contains

“Let the air become you, and then leave you. Forgive each 
breath because although it abandons you, every single time, 
it also brings you life. A man who cannot forgive the air has 
no chance of living.”  Edmond Manning, King Perry

Do you try to hang on to things that were never meant 
for you to have and to hold forever? Do you vehemently 
resist change? Do unexpected circumstances that ruin your 
well-planned day make you angry or fearful? Do you blame 
or take it out on others or yourself when things go awry 
through no one’s fault? Think of situations that you’ve faced 
and how you responded. In reexamining those experiences, 
can you say that you lived in those moments? Or did fear 
or anger live? Did you take a deep breath, forgive reality for 
abandoning your plans and expectations, and then move 
on to come up with a plan that allowed you to calmly go 
on living your life, grateful that you were alive and capable 
of meeting your daily challenges? Do you need to adjust 
anything in your thinking to help you look at every situation 
positively today and going forward?

“Accept-then act. Whatever the present moment contains, 
accept it as if you had chosen it. Always work with it, not 
against it…This will miraculously transform your whole life.”
 Eckhart Tolle

17Our interpretation of 
circumstances and events

“…the capacity to take responsibility, feel empathy and 
remorse, and offer a meaningful apology rests on how much 
self-love and self-respect that person has available. We 
don’t have the power to bestow these traits on anyone but 
ourselves.”  Harriet Lerner, PH.D., Why Won’t You Apologize?

“It’s our interpretations that shape our responses to life 
and our futures. Circumstances and events don’t shape 
us. We’re shaped by the meaning or spin we give to those 
circumstances and events.” Matthew B. James, MA, Ph.D.

Reframing: a way of viewing and experiencing events, ideas, 
concepts and emotions to fi nd more positive alternatives. 
For example, rather than perceiving unkindness, reframe it 
as lack of understanding.

“Everything we hear is an opinion, not a fact. Everything we 
see is a perspective, not the truth.”  Marcus Aurelius



16Forgive reality for 
being what it is

“A confl ict begins and ends in the hearts and minds of 
people, not in the hilltops.” 
 Amos Oz

Forgive reality for being what it is. First, identity a hurt or 
offense in your life. Remember the feelings. Pay attention 
to your body’s sensations. Don’t judge it with your mind. 
Don’t analyze. Welcome the pain, the grief, the anger. 
Stop fi ghting it. Stop blaming. Feel it. Name it. Stay in 
the moment.

 When you’re able to welcome your own pain, you will in 
some way feel the pain of the whole world. This is what it 
means to be human—and also what it means to be divine. 
You can hold this immense pain because you too are being 
held by the very One who went through this process on the 
cross. Jesus was holding all the pain of the world; though the 
world had come to hate him, he refused to hate it back.

Now hand all of this pain—yours and the world’s—over to 
God. Let it go. Ask for the grace of forgiveness for the person 
who hurt you, for the event that offended you, for the reality 
of suffering in each life.

I can’t promise the pain will leave easily or quickly. To forgive 
is not to forget. But letting go frees up a great amount of 
soul-energy that liberates a level of life you didn’t know 
existed. It leads you to your True Self. (Richard Rohr, Center 
for Action and Contemplation, daily meditations)

15Separate the behaviors 
from the person

“To know yourself as the Being underneath the thinker, 
the stillness underneath the mental noise, the love and joy 
underneath the pain, is freedom, salvation, enlightenment.”
 Eckhart Tolle

“Self-knowledge, a spiritual metamorphosis, precedes 
understanding other people and comprehending the beauty 
of being part of the spontaneous interplay of the natural 
world.”  Kilroy J. Oldster, Dead Toad Scrolls

Things you can do to protect yourself from diffi cult people 
and move to a stronger place when dealing with them.
(1) Get in touch with what pushes your buttons. What’s 

diffi cult to you may not be diffi cult for others. 
(2) Separate the behaviors from the person. 
(3) Use objective language—not judgmental language. [Is 

the person “a jerk” or are they “a direct and forceful 
individual”?] Which one is right? Neither—and both. …
take something that irritates and ignites your negative 
reaction and turn it more objective and neutral. 

(4) Identify where you are diffi cult. This self-refl ective process 
can make you more compassionate and empathetic to 
those whom you might otherwise push away. 

(5) Rather than fi ght against people whom you fi nd diffi cult, 
or with them to be different, you can actually embrace 
them. Take them where they are, and then release the 
negativity associated with them and focus on other 
people who bring you joy.” 

(from psychologytoday.com, The Diffi cult Ones Are 
Everywhere! By Beverly D. Flaxington)


